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this booklet belongs to 
................................................

my favourite way of expressing myself is
................................................

how I have fun is
................................................

a food that i love is... 
................................................

i think the best thing about me is... 
................................................

when it comes to art i would like to get better at 
................................................

the best smell in the world is 
................................................

this is what i look like 

about me



this logo could be 
much more exciting 

what could you add 
to it to make it more 
fun?

is it glitter?
is it colour?

is it a dancing fish 
using it’s tail to madly 
paint the logo with 
it’s fins?

you decide



Art can make people feel all 
sorts of different ways and that 
is a really good thing!

Art is emotive. 

Emotive is a fancy way of 
saying, bringing out a feeling in 
someone.

These people are feeling lots of 
different emotions to one 
another. 

Can you draw all of these 
different feelings? 

happy sad surprised

angry
confused excited

relaxed nervous how does art make you feel? 



So many swirly swirls 
on one page.

But can they become 
anything else? 

Add some legs or eyes and 
see what you can create.



Wowza! 

Look at these amazing 
boots that someone is 
wearing at the Art 
Gallery today. 

They have asked you 
(The Artist) to decorate 
them as best you can!



Your painting has got 
a lot of attention at 
the art gallery today. 

Sophie is asking
“what is it!?”



Look at all these frames.

Will you fill all that space with your artwork?



What does your Art Gallery look like? 
Is it bright purple with big round windows?
Is it green because itis covered in beautiful plants?
Draw it here!



Well done you for all that 
FAB work! We would love to 
see your creations.

Email your masterpieces to

CAFE44@gmail.com

CAFE 44 is a fortnightly art 
programme for young people 
living with additional needs. 
The aim of the programme is 
to provide a regular arts group 
where young people can build  
friendships outside of school, 
whilst being allowed to get 
messy and creative using the 
wide range of resources we 
have.


